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There is nothing better than relaxing on the sofa after a difficult day of sorting out issues at work or
running around after a family, and to make sure that a night of relaxation is as soothing as possible,
items like blankets and comfortable cushions are essential.

Great options for kicking back on the sofa are Slankets, and these innovative blanket type covers
are conveniently fitted with sleeves to make it easier to reach for the essentials when relaxing â€“ from
the remote control to a bowl of popcorn or a book.

Unlike traditional blankets, slankets are designed to fit around the body almost like clothing,
ensuring that those using slankets are kept as warm and cosy as possible and can enjoy feeling
toasty whatever their position on the sofa.

If you are looking for slankets then visit us here at More Novel Ideas. Our focus is on interesting and
innovative products which help people to make the most out of life, and our selection of items
includes a number of different types of top quality slankets.

All of our slankets are very lightweight but offer great warmth, and are also incredibly soft to the
touch, ensuring no irritation when they rub against areas of exposed skin. The sleeves on our
slankets are very large and loose, and this ensures optimum comfort and means that our slankets to
not make wearers feel hemmed in while they are trying to relax.

Our range of slankets is extensive and includes adult slankets, travel slankets and double slankets
for cosy couples. These double slankets are ideal gifts for Valentineâ€™s Day or an anniversary, and
allow partners to snuggle up to their other halves without having any arguments about who is
hogging the majority of the blanket.

If you are interested in buying Fridge Monkey and you want top quality items which are made from
durable material and will provide hours and hours of relaxation then visit us here at More Novel
Ideas and find your perfect slankets within our range.

Our slankets selection is varied and includes top quality adult slankets, travel slankets and double
slankets.
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a Slankets are in such high demand from morenovelideas.co.uk as they are so comfy and pillow
soft. We also supply a wide ranging and diverse assortment of high quality, affordable a Fridge
Monkey products.
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